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Even worried, solemn, six-year-old Bruno had to laugh when Sally did it. He knew it was 
naughty, worse than naughty – almost wicked. But he had to laugh because of Sally’s face – 
her rosy, dimpled, sparkling-eyed, aren’t-I-a-dear-little-girl face – as she said, ‘Poor Oddiputs! 
Always so busy!’

And as she spoke, she tipped over Bruno’s plate of breakfast cereal so that the mush of 
cornflakes and creamy milk and brown sugar made a wet, spreading, disgusting mess on 
the clean cloth on the nursery table. ‘Oh dear, oh dearie me!’ Sally said. Her eyes were very 
bright. ‘Go on, Oddiputs! Clean it up!’

**************

‘Quick, Oddiputs!’ Sally said. ‘More to clear up! Look! Over here!’ The robot turned; Sally 
cunningly used her spoon to spread the slush around, making sure that some of it messed 
the table as well as the tablecloth. 

Bruno frowned. She was going too far. She was always going too far. But once again he 
had to smile when Oddiputs tried to catch up with Sally’s spoon. The robot was too slow 
and clumsy. Now there was mush on the tablecloth, the table, the table legs. There was 
mush dribbling onto the carpet. The sticky patches spread.

**************

In the small hours of the night, in the darkness of the passageway, Oddiputs’ Watchdog unit 
sedately revolves, regularly, unhurriedly. Inside Oddiputs ‘thoughts’ surge and scamper. He 
thinks the thoughts are new each time he thinks them. They are not. They are the same old 
thoughts, always the same.

Yet they build. For each time he thinks them, the thoughts leave a tiny deposit on his hair-
fine tapes. It is like a coral reef: the ages pass, the dead husks cement themselves together, 
the reef grows. With a robot, ages pass very, very quickly…

I am clean, Oddiputs thinks. Clean and correct…

And I am efficient. They are not efficient. When They were smaller (why do They need to 
change size and grow? I do not change my size!), They were always falling down. They were 
supposed to be like this I, but They fell down and became like this __. Then loud sounds 
would come out of their food-holes and their eyes would leak wetness. Sometimes their 
skin would split and leak red wetness. Then I had to ‘clean the wound’. So the wound was 
dirty. They are dirty.

I have no wetnesses anywhere, ever.

I am Oddiputs.

They are only They…

He could think of so many things to prove his case:

My day is twenty-four hours. I do this and that and this. That is correct. That is efficient.
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But They! They are alive for only fifteen or sixteen of the twenty-four hours. At night, They 
are as if dead. That is not efficient. So it cannot be correct.

And they are hot/cold. I am never hot/cold; always the same, always correct. I do not have 
coverings to put on and take off my body. They do. They have to wear clothes. Cloe-th-sss. 
That is hard to say. Sally teases me because I cannot say that word…

Oddiputs’ mind tries to escape the thought of Sally and teasing. ‘I am Oddiputs,’ he recites, 
‘and They are only They.’ This time, the good words do not work. So he decides to move his 
body – he is supposed to do this at intervals so that his various sealing rings will be freshly 
positioned and not become deformed.

As his body shifts, so does his ‘mind’. A thought, a genuinely new thought, enters his head:

I am Oddiputs. They are only They. Yet I serve them!

The new thought astonishes him. It makes his head seem to bulge, his circuits and tapes 
seem to spin out of control. His ‘mind’ works on a binary, Go/No-Go system. The system 
seldom fails him. It fails him now. It will not answer the new thought:

I serve them. Why do I serve them? They are dirty, illogical, inefficient, insanitary, incorrect. 
They suffer hot/cold, They are always wanting things to put in their food-holes, They fall 
down. They shout and quarrel and suffer nightly death.

But I, Oddiputs – I am clean, effective, efficient, sanitary, unchanging – correct in every way. 
Perfectly correct.

So why do I serve Them? 

Again and again Oddiputs consults his logic circuits, cuts in his memory stores, riffles 
through his programmes. No answer comes. Finally, desperately, he cross-indexes every 
faculty he possesses. 

What humans would call a ‘stroke’ attacks him as the intricate mechanisms jam, fight, rebel 
– and fail.

Very briefly, his head actually warms. The Watchdog fails to revolve for a second or more. 
He clicks and whirrs and chitters. A tiny, ultrasonic scream issues from the grille protecting 
his vocalizer unit.

Then the cut-outs automatically operate, the circuits disentangle themselves, spools of 
gossamer cease to spin, transistors and silicon chips and microcircuits nod and bow to each 
other and say, ‘After you, I insist’ – and Oddiputs is himself again. 

Himself, but not himself. Something extra has been added to his complicated make-up: a ray 
of dark light has entered him, a touch of original sin.

Oddiputs has somehow learned to envy – to despise – to hate.

 Oddiputs by Nicholas Fisk 
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Questions

1  Which of the following are synonyms for ‘gossamer’? 

 delicate    fine     opaque    wispy    spidery [1 mark]

2  When does Oddiputs do his thinking? [1 mark]

3  Write one thing that Oddiputs thought proved he was efficient. [1 mark] 

4   Oddiputs appears sedate and unhurried, yet his thoughts surge and scamper. 
How does the choice of these words support what Oddiputs is and what takes 
place in the story? [3 marks]

5   Who are the ‘They’ that Oddiputs refers to? Why does the author use a capital letter 
when referring to them? [2 marks]

6   Which of these quotations would you choose as the ‘turning point’ in the story? 
Explain your answer. [2 marks]

 
Tick one

A I am efficient. They are not efficient.

B I am Oddiputs. They are only They. Yet I serve them!

C
The system seldom fails him. It fails him now. It will not 
answer the new thought. 

7   Write down one piece of evidence from the text to show that Sally has been unkind to 
Oddiputs before.  [1 mark]

8   Look at the last three sentences of the story. How do you know that Oddiputs has 
become bad? [2 marks]

9   What do you think Oddiputs will do next in the story? Refer to the text to support 
your answer. [3 marks]

10  What does Oddiputs mean by these phrases?  [1 mark]

 • ‘loud sounds would come out of their food-holes’;
 • ‘their eyes would leak wetness’;
 • ‘their skin would split and leak red wetness’.   
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